
 

The brilliant Christmas Circus Show will combine the 

golden circus numbers and show the audience amazing 

range of new human possibilities! 

The CHRISTMAS CIRCUS is like a magic word and only 

circus artists who perform in the circus know its true 

meaning. 



 

Children and parents will not be bored: enchanting calisthenics, conquering sincerity and 

unbelievable magic of the winter circus will reign on the stage. 

 

Santa Claus will lead the enchanted audience through the magical interweaving of human talent, 

sparkling humor and complicated tricks. 

All shows and reprisals have already conquered  

many world capitals!  

 

The gymnasts in the frame perform tricks  

without insurance simultaneously  

in two planes. 
 



 

Only a few teams in the world work in this genre. 

These are only artists in the Cirque du Soleil and some medal winners  

of international and Russian competitions. 

The rewards of the aerial gymnast who has been performing on the world stage  

for 20 years, cannot be listed in one paragraph. It seems that her piggy  

bank has everything from a gold medal from  

the international festival in Sweden  

to the “gold” at the Idol-2014  

World Circus Art Competition. 



 

“Hoosh-ma-Hoosh” is one of the most artistic and original clowns,  

over which all Europe laughs at the reprisals!  

When he turns up in the arena, it becomes a real celebration, and each reprise starts  

to be a vivid performance that completely absorbs the viewer's attention.   

The clown is a resident of the world famous Parisian cabaret “Lido”,  

and his schedule is all booked for the year ahead. 



 

Jugglers from the circus dynasty Teslenko are artists in the second generation.  

The family, which began its career in 1999, has achieved incredible success  

both in Russia and abroad.  

At the first festival in Monaco, in which they took part,  

Teslenko won the golden statuette  

and the cup of the mayor of the city, and a year later  

the Prince of Monaco personally invited them  

to the contest! 



 

The Program: 
Santa Claus  - Moderator 

Clown HOOSH-ma-HOOSH 

Syra Wheel 

Air Gymnastic 

A Group of Jugglers (3) 

An Equilibrist 

Gymnasts in the frame 

Acrobats on the Trampoline 

An Aerialist 

The show is connected with the Ballet 

and a choreographer Olga Zotova 

Creative composition: 
A Producer - Ekaterina Romanova 

A Composer - Eugene Bargman 

A Conductor - Dmitry Savostin,  

Petr Khizhnyachenko 

A Choreographer – Olga Zotova 

A Light Director - Mikhail Sleniuchev 

A Sound producer - Yuri Morozov 

Costumes - Irina Adamenkova 

A Head the technical part - Daria Podolneva 

A Head staged - Tamara Fedorova 

An Administrator - Svetlana Murygina 

A Booking and Tour manager  -  Julia Scitova 

International & EU Booking : info@julia-entertainment.com 

Booking Agency Worldwide by Renaissance & Teatro sul Lago Group P.O.Box 4415 - 6904 

Lugano – Switzerland  

CH: +41 78 707 74 88/ I: +39 348 712 01 49/ RU: +7 926 735 24 40 

www.julia-entertainment.com / www.teatrosullago.net 

 

 

https://e.mail.ru/compose?To=info@julia%2dentertainment.com
http://www.apmanagement.ch/
http://www.teatrosullago.net/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w3CZh7hYldo

